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upcycling
Try this upcycle!

Trendy and thrifty

Cork planters: carve out shallow holes in
several corks, pack them with soil
and succulent clippings and glue
on magnets. Voila! Adorable
fridge garden wall. Thanks
to: Upcycle That

Design blogger Judy Rom, co-founder of
Upcycle That (upcyclethat.com), inspires her
readers to reuse items in creative new ways by
offering upcycling ideas, examples and tutorials
from around the world.
“It’s cool to repurpose,” says Rom. “People
like it because it’s green, trendy, design-focused
and thrifty.” Reimagining waste, old furniture,
jewellery, art and decor also gives each item
an interesting story, says Rom. Upcycled
items are often reused cleverly, offering a
second life and function. One example is
discarded wooden pallets, now popular for
reconstructing into furnishings and accents.
If wholesale repurposing sounds too ambitious,
there is also “upstyling” – or refinishing an
item to make it more attractive, but still using
it for its original purpose (think repainting a
battered buffet into a glossy masterpiece and
adding crystal hardware).

Style mixing for the win
Kari Frazer, owner of ReLoving Furniture in
Victoria, specializes in finding and creating
customized restyled items, and offers classes
for customers who want to learn how to do
it themselves. Repurposed items go hand-inhand with hip design schemes, she says.
“Combine upstyled furniture with some
cleverly repurposed vintage items, like mason
jars or crates, and you have a space with
interest and depth – like a series of stories in
the room,” says Frazer.
Upcycled decor can be used to set the
tone for an entire room or living space (as in
industrial chic and farmhouse styles, which
are so popular right now). Or, pieces may
simply be introduced to punch up an existing,
more neutral, style.
“A shabby chic painted piece can add
artistry and glamour or, depending on the
piece, a feeling of casualness and comfort,”
says Frazer. “Pieces can also be painted with a
sleek, modern finish, lending a contemporary,
urban feeling to the space.”
Upcycled gems (clockwise from right): vintage iron
shelving and books play off modern cushions, adding
interest to an otherwise spartan decor; salvaged shelving
holds mason jars turned into organizers and candle
holders; retro filing cabinets make stylish storage; old
pipes lend industrial chic as kitchen shelf brackets.
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Resources
Ideas for repurposing and restyling furniture
and home decor accents abound on Pinterest
and Etsy. But BC has a wellspring of local
upcycling resources, too: design blogs such
as Upcycle That (upcyclethat.com), along with
green-minded organizations such as Upcycle
Vancouver (upcyclevancouver.com) and
The Okanagan Upcycle Resource Society
(ours-penticton.ca). Habitat for Humanity
ReStores across the province are a great
source for materials and inspiration, too,
offering vintage furniture and new and
used building supplies (habitat.ca/restores).
But you can find items to upcycle almost
anywhere: thrift stores, flea markets, garage
sales. And, of course, your own basement. ■

MEMBERS SAVE
BCAA Members save up to 20% on
Home Insurance and enjoy exclusive
benefits, like a $200 deductible,
one-claim forgiveness and access
to Premier packages, which
offer enhanced coverage.
bcaa.com/homeinsurance

The Kitchen Garden
Indoor containers put fresh produce within reach
BY ROBIN SCHROFFEL
Besides feeding hungry stomachs and
flavouring dishes, a kitchen garden keeps
you in touch with nature, no matter the
weather – or the size of your space.
Here’s how to help indoor edibles thrive:
• Put containers near a window,
ideally facing south. Water from the
bottom if possible, and expose your
plants to a fan for a few minutes daily –
this “exercises” them, making them
tougher. Add a grow light in winter,
or when plants aren’t getting six hours’
direct light per day.
• Be creative with containers.
Anything that holds soil can grow
veggies: old mason jars, bowls, cooking
pots and more. Wall-mounted and
hanging containers can create vertical
gardens in space-challenged kitchens.
Just avoid low-grade plastic, like yogurt
containers, which break down over time.
• Plant baby greens. Leafy vegetables
need less light than other edibles.
Mustard, cress and arugula thrive in
containers 10 cm deep and 25 cm wide.
Cress grows especially fast; it can be
harvested in 10 days.
• Give sprouts a try. Sprouting is one
of the fastest and most foolproof ways
to grow fresh greens indoors. BC
suppliers like West Coast Seeds and
Mumm’s offer alfalfa, radish, chickpea
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and more. Add the seeds to a mason
jar, cover with a mesh screen, soak,
drain, invert the jar at an angle and
rinse twice daily. A 125-gram package
of alfalfa seeds yields 30 cups
of sprouts.
• Grow herbs for maximum
flavour. Chives, rosemary,
basil, oregano, mint and
parsley elevate the taste
of everything from egg
and pasta dishes to
homemade cocktails
and casseroles, and they
grow easily on windowsills
in 20-cm-deep pots.

• Stagger planting. Study the growth
cycle of your greens, and start new seeds
so that you have new plants coming
ready as older ones stop producing. ■
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